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Abstract—Device-to-device (D2D) communication is widely
used for mobile devices and Internet of Things (IoT). Authenti-
cation and key agreement are critical to build a secure channel
between two devices. However, existing approaches often rely on a
pre-built fingerprint database and suffer from low key generation
rate. We present GeneWave, a fast device authentication and key
agreement protocol for commodity mobile devices. GeneWave
first achieves bidirectional initial authentication based on the
physical response interval between two devices. To keep the
accuracy of interval estimation, we eliminate time uncertainty on
commodity devices through fast signal detection and redundancy
time cancellation.Then we derive the initial acoustic channel
response (ACR) for device authentication. We design a novel
coding scheme for efficient key agreement while ensuring security.
Therefore, two devices can authenticate each other and securely
agree on a symmetric key. GeneWave requires neither special
hardware nor pre-built fingerprint database, and thus it is easy-
to-use on commercial mobile devices. We implement GeneWave
on mobile devices (i.e., Nexus 5X and Nexus 6P) and evaluate
its performance through extensive experiments. Experimental
results show that GeneWave efficiently accomplish secure key
agreement on commodity smartphones with a key generation
rate 10x faster than the state-of-the-art approach.

I. INTRODUCTION

Device-to-device (D2D) communication has been widely
used as the fast development of mobile and Internet of things
(IoTs) technology in recent years. For example, mobile and
IoT devices use D2D communication for file sharing, mobile
paying, data collection, etc. Despite of its prevalence and
convenience, D2D communication has security vulnerability
issues in practice. It faces attacks such as eavesdropping,
impostor attacks, and man-in-the-middle attacks due to the
use of open communication channels [19][5]. For example, it
is common that a wearable device (e.g. smart watch) shares
health data with a mobile device through open channels. Under
an insecure communication channel, private data such as per-
sonal identity information, health conditions, and movement
trajectory is easily leaked.

To support secure D2D communication in open wireless
channels such as Wi-Fi, BlueTooth and ZigBee, device authen-
tication and key agreement should be performed among mobile
devices. Before communication, two devices authenticate each
other and agree on a symmetric key. Then those two devices
can build a secure communication channel by using the
symmetric key to encrypt their data.

Secure device authentication and key agreement among
mobile devices have attracted many efforts. A large portion of
methods use the physical proximity of devices as the feature

for device authentication [19][18][11][22][17][12][13]. Those
methods are based on an observation that two devices in
physical proximity can usually obtain some similar physical
information. In the scenario of pairing devices without prior
secure associations, two devices have no prior knowledge of
each other. The major information they can obtain in authen-
tication is the physical proximity. Therefore, those proximity-
based authentication methods are reasonable and necessary
for grouping mobile devices on their first acquaintance. For
example, they may use similar radio related information such
as RSSI and CSI [19][18][11][22][17][12], ambient audio and
luminosity [13], and time-varying channels [10][15][21] as a
proof of physical proximity for pairing two devices.

However, those methods suffer from practical problems.
First, they may rely on dedicated hardware, e.g., CSI based
methods [19][18][11][22][9] use Intel 5300 network card
which is not used on commercial mobile devices at present.
Second, they may not be easy to use in practice. For example,
they may require the antennas of the two devices to be very
close to each other, e.g., 5 cm [19], 1.25 cm [12]. In practice,
it is difficult to achieve especially for embedded antennas
on mobile devices. Third, many methods [12][17][3][14][20],
which obtain symmetric keys from received signal strength,
are vulnerable to predictable channel attacks. Attackers can
intentionally block/unblock the signal to the devices to create
predictable signal patterns. Last but not least, many method-
s [12][17][13] are not efficient since they require a long time
for key agreement.

Moreover, fingerprinting-based methods [8] [2] [16] [4]
[23] [6] leverage hardware properties. [4][23][6] exploit the
frequency response of speakers by sound signal with special
frequency pattern, and use it to generate fingerprint in au-
thentication. [1] and [7] use hardware (e.g., accelerometer) to
generate fingerprint in authentication. Those methods need to
learn the fingerprint or share a common fingerprint database
in advance.

To address those problems, we propose GeneWave, a gener-
al device authentication and key agreement method for secure
D2D communication. Instead of using pre-built fingerprint
database, two devices in physical proximity authenticate each
other by the bounded acoustic round-trip traveling time. Ge-
neWave achieves authentication and key agreement by the
following two major steps: bidirectional initial authentication
and key agreement. During authentication, we derive unique
features of the acoustic channel, i.e., acoustic channel response
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(ACR) from two devices for bidirectional initial authentication.
In key agreement, we propose a sine wave based pulse coding
method to efficiently encode the symmetric key on the acoustic
signal. After receiving the acoustic signal, the device can
decode the symmetric key as well as verifying the identity of
the signal source using the ACR. GeneWave does not require
pre-shared fingerprint database.

The practical design of GeneWave faces several challenges.
First, how to efficiently distinguish the traveling time differ-
ence for two devices, especially in the presence of uncertainty
of signal detection and dynamic hardware processing delay.
We propose an efficient FFT based fast signal detection
approach for signal detection. Meanwhile, we also design a
time cancellation method to eliminate hardware latency. The
second challenge is how to embed information of secret key in
the acoustic signal. The ACR features may not be accurately
derived from the signal encoded with message. To address
this, we propose a sine wave based pulse coding method
supports both data communication and can effectively extract
channel ACR for authentication. The third challenge is how
to achieve efficient key agreement while ensuring the security
of authentication. Intuitively, there exists a dilemma as more
information encoded in the signal will destroy more ACR
features used by authentication. We optimize the encoding and
decoding scheme to significantly improving the coding density
while enhancing the decoding rate.

We implement GeneWave on commercial mobile device
including Nexus 5X and 6P with Android 6.0.1. The imple-
mentation has no special HW/SW requirement and can run on
most Android based mobile devices. The evaluation results
show that the key generation rate is 10x faster than latest
approach [19]. Two devices can finish authentication and key
agreement for secure communication flexibly (e.g., holding
them in hand, placing them on a table) rather than putting their
antennas very closely. The entire process can be finished in less
than 2 seconds, which is faster than most existing approaches
and is acceptable in real applications. We believe GeneWave
provides an efficient device authentication and key agreement
approach for many D2D scenarios.

The contributions of this work are as follows.

• We present GeneWave, an efficient and fast authentication
and key agreement method for secure D2D communica-
tion based on acoustic signal.

• We propose a sine wave based pulse coding and op-
timize its performance, which supports efficient data
communication while preserving the channel features for
authentication.

• We implement GeneWave on commercial mobile devices
and verify its effectiveness through extensive evaluations.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the system model and observations from our experi-
ments. Section III shows the design overview of GeneWave.
Section IV and Section V present the detailed design of device
authentication and key agreement respectively. Section VI
presents the implementation details and evaluation results. We

present the related work in Section VII and conclude this work
in Section VIII.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND OBSERVATIONS

In this section, we first explain the system and security
model. Then we show the feasibility and challenges of au-
thentication and key agreement between two mobile devices.

A. System and Security Model

Alice and Bob are two legitimate mobile devices, which
need to exchange some private data between each other
through wireless channels. Unfortunately, there is no secure
communication channel for them to exchange data. In order to
protect private data from eavesdropping, they need a common
session key to encrypt data for establishing a secure channel.
To achieve this, Alice and Bob are placed in physical proximity
within a certain safe distance. An attacker Eve is located
beyond a far distance to Alice and Bob. Eve can receive the
acoustic signal from Alice and Bob, and send any acoustic
signal to perform various attacks including spoofing and
eavesdropping. Eve has complete knowledge of our device
authentication and key agreement algorithm. When Eve moves
into the safe distance, Alice and Bob will easily notice it. We
consider the attackers have unlimited capacity and negligible
signal processing delay, but the capacity of legitimate devices
is limited.

Our goal is to instantly make Alice and Bob agree on a
symmetric key for further communication and prevent Eve
from knowing the key. This system guarantees security but
not availability. For example, Eve can play jamming acoustic
signals to prevent Alice and Bob from agreeing on a symmetric
key.

B. ACR based Authentication

In this section, we show the feasibility of using audio
channel for authentication. In the experiments, a mobile device
S1 transmits a chirp acoustic signal in the range [f0, f0 +B]
through its speaker. Another mobile device R1 receives the
signal using the microphone and records the received signal.

We perform frequency domain analysis on the transmitted
and received signal to obtain the time-frequency distribution
and energy distribution. Figure 1(a) and Figure 1(b) show
the time-frequency distribution and energy distribution on
frequency domain of the original chirp signal, respectively.
Figure 1(c) and Figure 1(d) show the time-frequency dis-
tribution and frequency domain distribution of the received
signal, respectively. We can see that the energy distribution
of the received signal is different from the original signal
due to hardware frequency selectivity and multipath effect.
We measure the Acoustic Channel Response(ACR)(i.e., the
energy distribution of the chirp signal) as shown in Figure 1(d).
We have the following observations for the ACR.

1) Device Diversity: We fix the position of sender S, and
use two receivers R1 and R2 to record the acoustic signal from
S at the same position. Figure 2(a) shows the ACR of signal
received by R1 and R2. We compare the ACRs in Figure 2(a).
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Fig. 1: (a)-(b)Time-frequency distribution and energy distribution on frequency domain of original chirp signal; (c)-(d)Time-
frequency distribution and energy distribution on frequency domain of recorded signal.
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Fig. 2: (a)ACRs on different devices in the same position;
(b)ACR on the same device in different positions.

Here R1 records the signal two times in the same position.
We can see that the ACRs for the same device in the same
position is very similar. However, the ACRs of two devices
are significantly different.

2) Location Diversity: We use the same receiver R1 to
record the acoustic signal form S at two different positions.
Figure 2(b) shows the ACR of the signal received by R1. We
can see that the ACRs received by the same device in two
different positions are significantly different.

3) Summary: We can see that: (1) the ACRs are highly
similar for the same device on the same position, (2) the ACRs
are different for the same device on different positions and (3)
the ACRs are significantly different for two different devices.

More specifically, assume the acoustic signal for transmit-
ting is x and the received signal is y. The received signal can
be denoted as

y = x · h1 · h2 · h3 (1)

where h1 and h2 are the hardware frequency selectivity param-
eters of the transmitter’s speaker and receiver’s microphone,
and h3 is the wireless channel response due to multipath
and so on. The hardware frequency selectivity is also widely
investigated in [4] [23]. Therefore, any change to the speaker,
microphone or environment (e.g., multipath) would lead to
change of ACR. We can distinguish signals of a static mobile
device with ACR.

C. Feasibility of Initial Authentication

To construct the ACR based authentication. The first prob-
lem is how to obtain the initial ACR. As the two legitimate
devices are in physical proximity, round-trip time of acoustic

signal between them can be shorter than any further device.
One of the two legitimate devices (the requester) transmits
acoustic signal (request signal) to the other device (the re-
sponder). The responder response a signal (response signal)
as soon as it detects the request signal from the requester.
We define the round trip time between the requester and the
responder as response interval of the responder to distinguish
legitimate devices and attackers.

The distance between two legitimate devices (denoted as
legitimate distance) is dl and the distance from an attacker
to those devices (attack distance) is da. In practice we have
da > dl. Otherwise, the attacker is easy to be observed by
users. Assume a legitimate device transmits a signal and a
responder responses with a signal. The response interval can be
calculated as 2dl

c + td(A)+ td(B) where td(A) is the processing
delay on the requester A and td(B) is the processing delay on
the responder B, and c is the sound speed. To verify wether
the responder is a legitimate device in physical proximity, we
should have

2dl
c

+ td(A) + td(B) < δ

2da
c

+ td(A) > δ

(2)

where δ is a time threshold. The first equation means the
response interval of legitimate device should be less than
a threshold while the second equation means the response
interval of an attacker should be larger than the threshold.
Thus we have 2dl

c + td(B) <
2da

c which means

da − dl >
td(B)c

2
(3)

As long as dl and da satisfies Eq. (3), a threshold exists to
distinguish the legitimate device from attackers. The attack
distance should be at least dl+

td(B)c

2 . As a result, when td(B)

is small, the minimum attack distance is small. A user needs to
check the area within the minimum attack distance to ensure
there is no attacker. Thus it is important that the minimum
attack distance is small for mobile devices to exclude attackers.

D. Challenges

To achieve ACR based authentication, several challenges
should be addressed. The first challenge is how to minimize the
processing delay td(B). As shown in Figure 3, the processing
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Fig. 3: Audio processing latency is combined by audio input
latency, audio detecting latency and audio output latency.

delay td(B) on most mobile devices consists of the following
parts: (1) input latency on B: the uncertain time delay from
the signal arrives at B to the signal is received. (2) detecting
latency: the time used to detect the requested signal with noise.
(3) output latency on B: the uncertain time delay from the
audio is played to the time the acoustic signal is emitted.
It is difficult to reduce (1), and (3) since they are usually
uncertain and impacted by many factors in the operating
system. Meanwhile, reducing (2) is also difficult as we need to
effectively detect the request signal within a very short time. In
this work, we design an efficient detecting method which can
detect the request signal with short delay and low computation
overhead. The details for minimizing td(B) are explained in
Section IV.

After obtaining the initial authentication information, the
second challenge is to achieve efficient communicate and ACR
authentication simultaneously. Intuitively, we can encode key
on chirp signal. However, how to encode key on chirp signal
while preserving the ACR features is a challenge. Meanwhile,
a tradeoff is between the coding rate and the ACR similarity
observed. More messages coded in a chirp signal would
lead to a higher data rate. However, it would also destroy
more ACR features and affect the reliability in authentication.
Therefore, it is a challenge to find a proper coding method to
optimize the performance. In this work, we propose a novel
coding/decoding method to address this challenge. The details
of the solution are explained in Section V.

III. GENEWAVE OVERVIEW

A. Design Goals

From the security perspective, the system has the following
goals:

• Authenticity: A device can guarantee it is making key
agreement with legitimate devices.

• Confidentiality: The key should not be exposed to other
attackers.

• Consistency: The key should be identical on all devices
that are making key agreement.

From the performance perspective, the system has the
following goals:

• Fast: The system should accomplish key agreement in a
high speed, e.g., complete authentication and key agree-
ment in a tolerable time.

• General: The system should be able to run on commer-
cial mobile devices (e.g., smartphones) without pre-built
fingerprint database.

• Easy-to-use: The system should be very easy to use, e.g.,
no need to put the antennas or the mobile devices very
close to each other as in traditional approaches [19][12].

B. Design Overview

We propose an acoustic device authentication and key agree-
ment system, GeneWave, to meet the design goals. Overall,
GeneWave system consists of the following two major steps:
bidirectional initial authentication and key agreement.

1) Bidirectional Initial Authentication: In GeneWave, for
Alice and Bob who want to make key agreement, we assume
they have no prior information of each other. Thus they need to
do initial authentication to verify the validity of each other. In
this step, we use the response interval less than the threshold
δ to distinguish legitimate devices and attackers. Meanwhile,
we use ACR features from the response signal to identify a
speaker-to-microphone channel. For example, Alice transmits
acoustic signal to Bob and authenticates Bob by the response
interval. Then, Alice also derives ACR features for the acoustic
channel from the response signal that Bob reply to Alice.
Similarly, Bob also authenticates Alice and derives the ACR
features from Alice’s response signal for the acoustic channel
from Alice to Bob.

2) Key Agreement: The agreement of symmetric key is
accomplished by public key system. As shown in Figure 4,
Alice encodes her public key kp into acoustic signal and
transmits the signal to Bob. The encoded acoustic signal
from Alice should preserve the channel ACR features. Bob
decodes Alice’s public key after verified whether it is from
Alice using ACR features. The message coding should be
efficient and be able to tolerate errors in the channel. Then,
Bob generates a session key ks and encrypts it using Alice’s
public key kp. Assume the encrypted session key is Ekp

(ks),
Bob encodes Ekp

(ks) into acoustic signal and transmits the
signal to Alice. Alice verifies the signal source is from Bob.
Then she decodes Ekp(ks) and uses her private key to obtain
ks. Then the session key ks can be used by Alice and Bob for
further communication. In this progress, the attackers have
no opportunity for spoofing due to the identity verification
by ACR, and the public key system prevents attackers from
deriving the session key ks.

IV. INITIAL AUTHENTICATION WITH ACR

In this section, we present the design details of device
authentication using ACR.

A. Response Interval Measurement

We use response interval for device verification. Due to the
diversity of hardware capability and software processing, it
is essential to accurately measure the response interval on
different mobile devices. The process of initial authentication
between two users (e.g., Alice and Bob) is shown in Figure 5.
Alice begins to send a request signal at time t1 and the signal is
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emitted from Alice’s speaker at time t2. Note that t1 6= t2 due
to the internal processing latency (output latency) on mobile
phone. The signal is received by Alice herself at time t3 and
reaches Bob at time t4 due to audio input latency. The request
signal is received by Bob at time t5. After Bob finishes the
request signal detection, he sends a response signal at time t6
to reply. Similarly, due to output latency, the response signal
leaves Bob’s speaker at time t7 and reaches Alice at time t8.
Then Alice is ready to process the response signal at time
t9. In order to make the response signal not overlap with the
request signal at Alice, the transmission of the request signal
must be finished before t8, i.e., the length of request signal
must be shorter than t8 − t2.

The response interval of Bob, i.e., t8 − t2, indicates the
distance between Alice and Bob. However, it is difficult to
obtain t2 and t8 at hardware layer. Normally, Alice can
measure t1, t3 and t9 at the software layer. This contains
Alice’s input latency (t9− t8) and output latency (t2− t1). We
find that the intervals (t3 − t2) and (t9 − t8) are both Alice’s
audio input latency. Although audio latency have diversity on
different devices, the audio latency on the same device are
usually stable. The intervals (t3 − t2) and (t9 − t8) should
be the same. Thus, we define the response interval of Bob as
td(B) = t9 − t3 which removes the audio input and output
latency.

B. Request Signal Detection

From Figure 3, we can see the device processing delay on
Bob consists of audio input latency, audio output latency and
signal detecting latency. The audio input and output latency is
determined by the hardware and the detecting latency is related
to the processing software. In order to make the response
interval as small as possible, we need to reduce those latencies.
To reduce the detecting latency of request signal, we design a
fast request signal detection method. First, we use the audio
strength as a filter criteria. We ignore the signal with average
strength less than a pre-configured threshold. This only incurs
a linear overhead and can be finished very quickly. Then
we apply FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) to check whether
the received signal contains the frequency components of the
request signal. If the frequency components of the request
signal are detected, Bob considers the received signal as a
request signal from Alice. In our experiment, the fast signal
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Fig. 5: The process of Alice authenticating Bob.

detection method detects the request signal correctly in 70
audio samples (70/48000 = 1.46 ms).

C. Bidirectional and Repeated Authentication

The key agreement process needs Alice and Bob to ex-
change key while preserving the ACR feature of the bi-
direction channels (Alice’s speaker to Bob’s microphone and
Bob’s speaker to Alice’s microphone). Thus we first need
to do device initial authentication bidirectionally. To prevent
attackers from guessing the emission time of request signal and
playing the response signal in advance, Alice conducts initial
authentication for multiple times (five in our implementation)
with random time interval. Then she analyzes all response
signal. If those ACRs are highly correlated and the response
intervals are similar, she considers that those response signal
are from the same legitimate device.

D. Request/Response Signal Design

There are two requirements for request signal design and
response signal design. First, the request signal should be
able to support quick detection. Second, the response signal
should be able to reflect the hardware and multipath frequency
selectivity. Thus we propose a double layer signal design,
which uses different signal for request signal and response
signal. To support fast signal detection, the request signal is a
combination of sine waves of several pre-configured frequen-
cies. Meanwhile, to facilitate device authentication using ACR
features, the response signal from Bob should be able to reveal
the hardware and multipath frequency selectivity. Compared
with a combination of sine waves of several pre-configured
frequencies, linear chirp signal has an evenly distribution on
frequency domain in a certain frequency band as shown in
Figure 1 (b). Since the chirp signal has a even frquency
distribution on the bandwidth, the channel selectivity can
be fully revealed in received signal. Figure 1 (d) shows the
channel frequency selectivity according to the intensity of the
frequencies in bandwidth. As a result, we choose linear chirp
signal as the response signal.

V. KEY AGREEMENT

After bidirectional initial authentication, Alice and Bob can
build the ACR features of the channels. Next, they need to
perform key agreement based on symmetric key for secure
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communication. In this section, we show the design details
for key agreement.

A. Encoding While Preserving ACR features

The most important requirement here is to enable key
agreement while ensuring security. More specifically, a mobile
device is required to encode its key into acoustic signal for
key agreement while being able to successfully derive the
ACR features for authentication. Intuitively, we can use the
frequency changing directions of chirp signal to represent ‘0’
and ‘1’. For example, the chirp signal that sweeps from f0 to
f0 + B represents ‘0’ and the chirp signal that sweeps from
f0+B to f0 represents ‘1’. However, the coding rate for such
an encoding scheme is very low.

To address these problems, we design a sine wave based
pulse coding method. More specifically, we add sine waves of
several specific frequencies (these added sine waves are called
message signal) on the chirp signal to encode key information.
We define the combined signal as overlapped signal. However,
there still exists a challenge to tradeoff the encoding rate (i.e.,
message transmission speed) and security. If we add more
information in the message signal, the message transmission
speed increases. On the other hand, it also increases the
difficult to derive the ACR features (it is possible that the ACR
features cannot be derived), and thus the device authentication
may fail.

Next, we introduce how to add message signal on chirp sig-
nal while ensuring the efficiency of ACR features extraction.

By applying FFT on the discrete chirp signal, we can
get the amplitude and initial phase information on different
frequencies between f0 to f0 +B. We define the set of these
frequencies as Fs = {F 1

s , F
2
s , F

3
s , ..., F

k−1
s , F k

s } as shown in
Figure 6.

There are two parameters impacting the performance of sine
wave based pulse coding. First, the frequency of the added sine
wave signal impacts the performance. We need to examine the
impact of the frequency of added sine signal, and search for
the best coding position. Second, the phase of the added sine
wave impacts the performance. We analyze the characteristic
of linear chirp signal and find the best phases for coding.

By adding a sine signal of a specific frequency f∗ on the
original chirp signal, we obtain an overlapped signal. This
overlapped signal has a slope line and a horizontal line on the
corresponding time-frequency spectrum.
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Fig. 7: Different added frequencies can have different perfor-
mance.
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With different f∗, we find that the resulted time-frequency
spectrums of the overlapped signal are similar. However, the
resulted energy distribution is different. We can see the impact
of two different f∗ in Figure 7. As shown in Figure 7b, if the
added frequency f∗ is in Fs, the extra energy concentrates
on the selected frequency and the energy on other frequencies
are almost not changed. Otherwise, as shown in Figure 7a,
the energy of multiple frequencies in Fs are impacted and
changed. The energy changing of multiple frequencies will
further impact the calculation of ACR and decoding the
encoded message. Thus, it is better to add sine signal with
the frequencies in Fs as it introduces less noise. As a result,
we choose the frequency of sine wave from Fs to preserve
ACR features as much as possible.

We also examine the impact of added sine wave phases.
It should be noted that different frequencies on the chirp
signal have different initial phases (as shown in figure 6 (b)).
Therefore, we should also consider the impact of the phase
of the added sine signal for different frequencies. To show
the impact of phase, we add multiple sine signal of different
frequencies in Fs on a chirp signal. Figure 6(b) shows the
initial phase P i

s for different frequency F i
s in Fs. First, we set

the phases for all added sine waves to 0. We can see that the
energy of corresponding frequencies are significantly different
as shown in Figure 8(a). The energy at some frequency is
absorbed. Moreover, the energy at some frequency is even
reduced. This is because the phase of the added signal is
not the same with the original signal on the chirp. In such
a circumstance, it is difficult to design decoding method for
these varying energy distribution. In our encoding, we adjust
the initial phase of sine signal to P i

s for frequency F i
s in order
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to obtain unified energy amplitude on each frequency as shown
in Figure 8(b).

For a specific frequency in Fs, we add a sine signal with
corresponding initial phase to represent ‘1’ and add nothing
to represent ‘0’. In order to test the performance of sine wave
based pulse coding, we use these 40 coding frequencies (called
encoding frequency)to encode a binary sequence with ‘1’ and
‘0’ alternately. We let Alice transmit this overlapped signal
to Bob. Figure 9(a) illustrates the ACR features from the
pure chirp and the overlapped signal. The trends of these two
curves are very similar. The correlation coefficient is 0.9761
which indicates that the ACR features is preserved for device
authentication. Meanwhile, the encoded information can be
effectively decoded.

B. Decoding

The next task is decoding binary sequence from the encoded
chirp. For the frequency domain energy distribution of a
received overlapped signal, the fluctuations over frequencies is
caused by both the message encoding on coding frequencies
and the channel frequency selectivity. It is difficult to separate
the information of encoding information (called message re-
sponse) from the impact of channel selectivity (called channel
ACR). Meanwhile, the channel ACR also introduces noise
for message decoding. To address this problem, we find that
acoustic channel frequency selectivity is stable with the same
devices and the same multipath environment as shown in
section II-B. The impact of channel selectivity on the pure
chirp and the overlapped signal is the same. We can use the
ACR from the pure chirp as the channel ACR of the overlapped
signal. As we have obtained the channel ACR features of pure
chirp in bidirectional initial authentication, message response
of the overlapped signal can be obtained by subtracting the
channel ACR.

The frequency domain energy distribution of a received pure
chirp A1 and a received overlapped signal A2 are shown in
figure 9(a). We can derive message response in figure 9(b) by
A2 −A1. In the message response, the presence of spikes on
coding frequencies indicates ‘1’ and ‘0’ otherwise. Meanwhile,
we can see that the impact of channel frequency selectivity is
very small in the message response as shown in Figure 9(b). In
order to remove the base energy difference over frequencies,

we normalize the message response by subtracting the slip
average of message response as shown in figure 9(b). The
normalized message response is shown in Figure 9(c). We can
easily distinguish the bits ‘1’ from ‘0’ by their energy levels.
To reduce the decoding bit error rate, we further calculate
the first derivative of the curve in Figure 9(c). The result is
shown in Figure 9(d). Then we decode ‘1’ and ‘0’ based on
the resulted energy distribution.

C. Dual Microphone based Decoding

We also observe that the coding bits are difficult to decode
on the frequencies that are in the valley of the ACR curve.
Acoustic channel response is very weak on these frequencies,
and the sine signal carrying bit ‘1’ on these frequencies is
easy to be absorbed. We can see the impact of ACR on sine
signal in Figure 9(a) and 9(d), the signal strength is low on
frequencies with low ACR. This phenomenon makes the bits
encoded in the valley of the ACR curve difficult to decode.

Here, we propose a dual microphone based decoding
method to significantly enhance the decoding rate. Most s-
martphones have a pair of microphones which are usually on
the top and bottom respectively. For the same sound signal,
these two microphones have different relative positions. Thus,
their ACRs are different. More specifically, the peaks and
valleys in their ACR curves may be on different frequencies.
This is also validated in real experiments. Figure 10 shows
the different ACRs of the two microphones on the same
smartphone. Therefore, we can combine the signal from two
different microphones for decoding. If the decoding results of
two microphones for a specific bit are different, we will check
the signal condition of two microphones on this bit. We design
a measuring method to the exam a “valley-peak” value V for
the coding bits. The value of V is with in the range of [0,1].
V = 0 means this bit is absolutely in a valley, V = 1 means
this bit is absolutely in a peak. A value between 0 and 1 means
this bit is between a valley and a peak. The microphone which
has a higher value of V on the debatable bit will be selected to
decide the decoding result. This can significantly reduce the
decoding error rate. The detailed result is shown in section
VI-B4.
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VI. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

In this section, we conduct extensive experiments to evaluate
our D2D authentication and key agreement protocol.

A. Implementation and Experiment Settings

We implement our protocol in Android 6.0.1 and evaluate
it on two mobile devices (i.e., Nexus 5X and Nexus 6P). The
real time audio processing is achieved by Android Fast Mixer
audio path. We set the start frequency f0 and the bandwidth
B of the chirp signal as 14KHz and 7KHz.In order to
evaluate the influence of surrounding environment, we conduct
the experiments in three different environments (i.e., meeting
room, N-LOS (None Line of Sight) room, and coffee shop).
To mitigate the influence of environment changes, we clear
all human activity in meeting room. Thus, the multi-path of
audio channel keeps stable in meeting room. Moreover, we
set up the N-LOS condition in the meeting room by blocking
the LOS between a pare of devices with a booklet which is
0.5cm thick. In the coffee shop, the experiments are conducted
during business hours. The walking of some customers makes
the multi-path dynamic in the coffee shop.

Some variables are further set and measured in different
experiment situations. They are defined as follows:
(1) Device distance is the distance between the edges of

two devices when we place them side by side. In our
experiments, we test the performance of our protocol with
different device distance.

(2) Response interval is the time interval between the initia-
tor receives the request signal from itself and the initiator
receives the response signal from responder. We measure
the response interval in our experiments of different envi-
ronments.

B. Evaluation

The evaluation results that show the influence of response
interval, the performance of authenticate device with ACR,
and the speed of key agreement are respectively illustrated as
following.

1) Quick Response Evaluate: To test the performance of
quick response in different circumstances, we conduct 3
groups of experiments on Nexus 5x in meeting room, N-
LOS meeting room, and coffee shop. Device distance in
three circumstances is set as 0.5cm which is the minimal
distance in N-LOS environment. We set the sampling rate fs
as 48000Hz. We respectively take total 283 request-response

examination in each environment. Figure 11 shows the CDF
(cumulative distribution function) of response interval of all
request-response examinations in three circumstances. We can
see that the distributions of response interval under different
circumstances are similar. This means that the quick response
method works well in all three environments. We can see that
more than 68% response intervals are less than 21ms in all
three circumstances. In the air, the sound speed is constant as
c = 340m/s. If we set the authentication interval threshold
δ as 21ms, considering the attackers may have 0ms round-
trip audio latency, we can get a safe distance Da ≈ 3.57m
by Eq. 4. Safe distance means our method can resist the
attack from any possible high performance devices out of this
distance.

Da =
Autht

1000 × c
2

≈ 3.57m (4)

2) Authentication Efficiency: In every authentication pro-
cess, the request-response examination is continuously con-
ducted for five times. If the deviation of the five measured
response intervals is small, the responder will be considered
as a legitimate device. As shown in Figure 11, we can see
the response interval of the same device varies from 15ms to
40ms.

If the response interval is not stable in a group of five
request-response examination, the authentication will be not
safe that we can not distinguish a legitimate device from
an attacker which randomly plays the response signal. We
conduct total 50 groups of authentication in three different
environments.

Figure 12 shows the CDF of the deviation of each response
interval with the group average. We can see that more than
87% percent of deviations are less than 0.5ms. Although the
average response interval may vary among different groups,
but the response intervals are stable in each group.

We set the threshold to 0.5 ms for guaranteeing the five
response signals are from the same device. The five request-
response examinations can work well for detecting legitimate
response. We set the authentication interval threshold to 21ms
in last section. Considering the length of response signal which
we set to 8ms, and the response interval difference threshold
that we set to 0.5ms, the randomness of intervals between two
adjacent authentications varies between 40ms and 80ms will
be enough for guaranteeing the response signal will not be
covered by the next requesting and preventing attackers from
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guessing the time of request signal. Then the bidirectional ini-
tial authentication with 10 times request-response examination
can be finished in T ≤ 10 ∗ 80ms = 0.8s.

3) Performance of Authentication by ACR: Since we use
the ACR to verify device identity while key agreement, the
correlation of detected ACR must be highly related with the
response signal ACR. We conduct three groups of experiments
in meeting room, N-LOS meeting room, and coffee shop to see
the correlation between overlapped signal ACR and response
signal ACR. Figure 13 shows the PDF (Probability density
function) of correlation coefficients between the ACR of
overlapped signal and the ACR of the corresponding response
signal. We can see that the correlations in the meeting room
and coffee shop concentrate in the interval between 0.95 and
1. In comparison, the correlations in N-LOS circumstance
mainly distribute in the interval less than 0.95. Although
people are frequently walking in coffee shop, the influence
on ACR is limited. The N-LOS experiments are taken place
in a meeting room with the LOS blocked with a booklet,
in this circumstance recorded acoustic signal mainly comes
from reflection paths. The multi-path effects on ACR is more
obvious in N-LOS circumstance, any tiny change of the multi-
path environment (e.g. human walking out of the door, tree
out the window swinging with the wind) can effect the ACR.
As we can detect attackers in N-LOS, the users only need to
exclude attackers in LOS within the safe distance.

4) The Influence of Coding Density on Transmission Rate:
For the purpose of decoding with our sine wave based pulse
coding method successfully, we need to preserve some blank
bits between two adjacent coding bits for revealing the pulse
shape on coding bits. More blank bits in coding bits interspace
means fewer coding bits on the chirp signal. Thus, the more
the blank bits, the lower the coding density. Figure 14 shows
the bit error rate of decoding by varying the blank bits when
we keep the device distance at 3 cm. We can see that the
decoding error rate is decreasing with the number of blank
bits. This means lower coding density can achieve lower bit
error rate. And we can also see the bit error rates are below
0.1 for all the coding density.

To successfully agree on the 2048 bits public key and
session key, it is necessary to add enough error correction bits
for corresponding bit error rate. If we use RS (reed-solomon)
Code as the error correction code, the public key transmit time

T for each coding density can be calculated by Eq. 5:

T = Nk(1 + 2Re)
blank + 1

B
(5)

Where Nk = 2048 is the length of the 2048 bits public
key, Re is bit error rate, blank and B stand for the number of
blank bits between two adjacent coding bits and band width.
The line in Figure 14 shows the corresponding T of each
coding density. Although the bit error rate is much higher
with a high coding density, the time for successfully transmit
is shorter with higher coding density. If we choose the coding
density with two blank bits between each two adjacent coding
bits, the time for transmitting a 2048 bits public key is only 1s.
This key generation rate is ten times of TDS[19]. Considering
the bidirectional initial authentication with 10 request-response
examination take 0.8s, 2048 bits public key transmission time
is 1s, and the 256 bits encrypted session key transmission time
is 0.1s, our complete authentication and key agreement process
can be finished in 2s.

Figure 15 shows the benefit of decoding by combining the
two audio channels from top and bottom microphones on
the same smartphone. It is obvious that combination of two
channels can decrease bit error rate significantly. We can also
find that bit error rate of top microphone channel is much
higher than bottom microphone. This phenomenon is due to
the distance of sound source device with two microphones
are different. We place two smartphones side by side in our
experiments and the loudspeaker of the source device is on the
bottom of it, so the responder’s bottom microphone is closer
with the sound source than its top microphone. The influence
of device distance on decoding error rate is illustrated in
Figure 16, We find that the decoding error rate increases with
the increasing of device distance.

VII. RELATED WORK

In the scenario of pairing devices without prior security
associations, devices have no prior knowledge of each other,
and the only feature that they can obtain for device authentica-
tion is the physical proximity. The proximity-based approaches
always use location-sensitive features such as received signal
strength (RSS)[12][17][3][14][20], and channel state informa-
tion (CSI) from orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(OFDM) [19][18][11][22][9]. The RSS-based methods suffers
a serious disadvantage on the efficient of key agreement, it
takes more than one minute for ProxiMate [12] to agree on a



256-bit key due to its key generation rate is less than 5 bits
per seconds. These methods are also vulnerable to predictable
channel attack. CSI can provide much richer information and
lead to a higher key generation rate. However, nowadays
CSI can only obtained by Intel 5300 wireless NICs. CSI is
very sensitive to location, TDS [19] needs the authentication
distance is less than 5cm between antennas of devices for
considerable bit error rate. This distance is too close for mobile
devices like smartphones which carry built-in network cards.

The hardware fingerprinting-based approaches [8] [2] [16]
[4] [23] [6] generate fingerprints based on the complex phys-
ical characteristics of the hardware in mobile devices. These
methods need to learn the fingerprint or share a common
fingerprint database in advance. S2M [4] authenticates devices
using the frequency response (FR) of speaker and microphone
from two wireless IoT devices and it needs a learning process
to obtain the FR in advance. S2M [4] and [23] both consider
the RF of the acoustic channel mainly related with hardware
and ignore the effect of environment multipath reflection. In
our experiments, we find the FR of the acoustic channel both
highly related with hardware and multipath reflection, which is
illustrated in Figure 2 (b). The fingerprint of learning progress
and verification progress must differ a lot with each other when
verification is not taken place at the same position of learning
progress in S2M.

VIII. CONCLUSION

We present GeneWave, a fast authentication and key agree-
ment protocol for commodity mobile devices to agree on a sy-
metric key using acoustic signal. GeneWave first achieves bidi-
rectional initial authentication based on the response interval
between two devices. We eliminate time uncertainty on devices
through fast signal detection and redundancy time cancellation.
We also obtain the initial acoustic channel response (ACR)
for authentication through bidirectional initial authentication.
To address the challenge of improving coding rate while
preserving ACR features, we design a novel encoding scheme
to optimize encoding rate in key agreement while ensuring se-
curity. Therefore, two devices can authenticate each other and
securely agree on a symmetric key. GeneWave does not require
special hardware or pre-built fingerprint database, and thus
it is easy-to-use on commercial mobile devices. We conduct
extensive experiments to show the flexibility and robustness
of GeneWave. The experimental results show that GeneWave
can achieve a secure and easy-to-use authentication and key
agreement for mobile devices. We believe GeneWave provides
a convenient way for authentication and key agreement on
commodity devices.
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